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6

Abstract7

Learning effect and deterioration do not always occur separately. If both of them are founded8

simultaneously, the actual processing time of the jobs will both increase and decrease at the9

same time. The actual processing time is defined by a function of the starting time and10

position of jobs in the sequence. In this paper, the effect of learning and deterioration is11

applied to single machine?s scheduling problem in a paper-mill. Learning effect as a result of12

regular performance-evaluation reduce the effect of deterioration up to 206, 5509 hours. This13

paper-mill operates jobs by their interest. This paper show that Earlier Due Date (EDD) rule14

construct a better sequence under maximum lateness problem then either Shortest Processing15

Time (SPT) rule or Most Urgent Job rule do. Maximum lateness of the jobs under EDD rule16

is 13,617

18

Index terms— single machine, deterioration, learning effect, maximum lateness.19

1 I. Introduction20

n-time product is needed by an industry manufacture to make a grade. Plan a good schedule is one of21
competitive strategy to solve that. It orders to accommodate all of the jobs in some machines and get an22
optimum result. Relatively to delays of production, this paper proposes maximum lateness problem on a single23
machine’s scheduling. Maximum lateness problem is optimum when the sequence of jobs is giving smallest value24
of maximum lateness.25

In single machine environment, scheduling is putting in order to make a sequence of jobs because the processing26
times are assumed to be fixed. The processing time of jobs is considered have a constant value. However, in27
many real situations, the company most certainly gets some factors that is make the actual processing time being28
longer because of deterioration or shorter because of learning.29

Both of learning effect and deterioration are not always separately occur. In many real situation, both of them30
right usually simultaneously found. Sun [9] introduced deterioration and learning effect that is occurring in single31
machine at the same time. He showed that makespan, total completion time, sum of quadratic job completion32
time, total weighted completion time, and maximum lateness problems have an optimum solution. Yang and33
Kuo [12] introduced two kind of learning effect that were occurring in a deteriorated single machine. They were34
job-dependent learning effect and job-independent learning effect. Low and Lin ??6] show that time-dependent35
learning effect in deteriorated single machine and flowshop environment has an optimum solution for makespan,36
total completion time, and weighted completion time problems.37

Model that is considering in this paper is applied in a paper-mill that is use single machine to produce papers.38
Deterioration occurs when the machine either producing less quantity (tonase) of reel then usual or different39
gramatur (?) value. It gives occasion to increase the actual processing time. To solve this problem, the employers40
have to upgrade their capability of making paper-pulp and repair the splitting reel. Their effort to reduce the41
impact of delay is example of learning effect in this paper-mill. They usually sequences jobs by their weight.42
This sequence brings some jobs getting late. Because of that, the maximum lateness problem able to applied in43
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this paper-mill. The effect of learning and deterioration in the scheduling problem has often been learned for this44
recent years. Kou and ??ang [5] introduce the impact of time-dependent learning effect in the single machine’s45
scheduling that is optimum when it solved by Shortest Processing Time (SPT) rule. Koulamas and of jobs)46
SPT rule is optimum for make span and minimizing total completion time in single machine environment if the47
learning effect is function of the sum of processing times that was done. Browne and Yechiali [1] are analyzed48
the effect of deterioration for optimum scheduling order to make a minimum makespan. Cheng, et al. [2] used49
O(n log n) algorithm to solve jobdependent deterioration problem in single machine under the case of due date,50
earliness, and tardiness.51

2 II. Consideration Method52

3 III. Result and Consideration a) Actual Processing Time53

Model54

Single machine is simplest case of scheduling because the operation is only occurring in one machine. Still single55
machine scheduling most often practically occur ??3]. Single machine is able to be a special case of any other56
machine environment. Problem solving in this case is usually able to be heuristic-base of more other complex57
environment [8].58

Learning effect is one of the impacts of effort the company to upgrade their performance. This acquisition59
often comes from regular either employers or overall company evaluation. An employee will find the way to do60
his job efficiently along his number of repeating ??5]. In other world, he will do better and better along his61
experiences. The actual processing time of jobs is enable to calculate if the scheduled processing time unknown.62
This is called time-dependent learning effect in literature.63

Deterioration is a condition when machine’s performance piecemeal goes down. Machine is in a highest64
performance at the beginning. Its reducing of performance is come in sight at its longer time to completing next65
jobs [1]. If deterioration occur in the machine, allover of job’s processing times increase under this condition.66
Every job get same deterioration rate because they operate in one single machine [2].67

If both of learning and deterioration are occurring simultaneously, actual processing time of jobs is defined as68
a related function of starting time to its position in the sequence. Low and Lin [6] introduce actual processing69
time model for scheduling problem with time-dependent learning effect and deterioration.70

There are n jobs to operate in a single machine. The machine is able for one job one time and no idle time71
allowed up to the last job leave the machine. Actual processing time of job that is start at time t and scheduled72
in position r is defined by:73

, -74
The second job is start after the first job finish. So that it has second value and so on. Substitute t to equation75

(3.1):76
( ) Where as, for, -, - , -( ? , - ? ) , - , - , -( ? , - ? ) , - , -( ) , -( ? , - ? ) ( ) , - , -( ) , -( ) ( ? , -77

? ) , -( ) ( ? , - ? ) , -( ? ,78
Let as schedule of two contiguous jobs ) (79
Optimum solution for lateness problem in single machine environment is building on this Theorem 3.1 and80

corollary 3.1 below.81
, -, Although jobs still delay 19.76 hours, but effect of learning in this paper-mill reduces the impact of82

deterioration up to 206.5509 hours. This paper-mill usually sequence jobs by its weight. They make a mark of83
each job and operate job with highest mark first. This sequence is similar with Donald Waters’s [11] scheduling84
rule, Most Urgent Job First (MUJ). { } . { } 1 ( ) (( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )85
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( + 2) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) * ( ) ( ) ( )+ ( ) * ( ) ( ) ( )+ 186
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.1 Conclusion

that is recently used in this paper-mill, EDD less the value of maximum lateness up to 13.6%. Furthermore,87
to determine optimum sequence under the maximum lateness problem, there are three rules of scheduling will be88
compared.89

.1 Conclusion90

Actual processing time model for single machine with time-dependent learning effect and deterioration is91
applicable to Earliest Due Date (EDD) rule. In the case simulation in a paper-mill, sequence under EDD92
rule give smallest maximum lateness then either Shortest Processing Time or Most Urgent Job First does. The93
maximum lateness of EDD rule less 13.6% then Most Urgent Job First rule that is recently used in this paper-mill.94
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